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Obituary 
Professor Andrew Webster 1951-2021 

It is with great sadness that we record the untimely death of our friend and colleague, 
Professor Andrew Webster.  Andrew’s colleagues at the University of York, Science and 
Technology Studies Unit, have set up a link where people can share their appreciation of 
Andrew’s huge contribution to the field.


https://www.york.ac.uk/satsu/inmemoryofprofessorandrewwebster/  

Here we wish to recognise Andrew’s particular contribution to the establishment and 
development of the UK Association for Studies of Innovation, Science and Technology 
(AsSIST-UK). 


Andrew had the vision to change ASSIST from an informal network of the main UK 
research centres in our field to the vibrant membership organisation it is today.  He 
initiated a series of events that gradually prepared the ground for the eventual launch of 
AsSIST-UK at our inaugural conference in 2015 and the follow on conferences that have 
built and sustained our membership. With enormous energy and enthusiasm, he quietly 
took on a huge range of tasks (from publishing regular newsletters to arranging a joint 
meeting with the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology and Science & 
Technology Sub-Committee). Never content to accept apparently entrenched barriers 
between disciplinary traditions and between researchers and policymakers, Andrew 
gently and patiently explored new ways to reach out and build common understandings. 
We were deeply moved by the courage and commitment he showed - continuing his 
contribution to our 2021 conference preparation and other AsSIST-UK activities during 
his final months, as his diagnosis shifted heartbreakingly from cure to palliative care, and 
his bravery in attending and closing the final conference.


Andrew’s colleagues on the AsSIST-UK have been inspired by the attention he paid to 
involving others, and especially early career colleagues, and opening up spaces for each 
of us to develop and apply our particular capabilities and interests.  It has been a great 
pleasure to work with Andrew. We have learnt such a lot by his generous example. We 
miss him deeply.
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AsSIST-UK 2021 Conference 
9th and 10th September (online, Gathertown) 

Due to the effects of Covid-19 social 
distancing practices the 2021 national 
conference was hosted on Gather Town, 
a virtual event platform. The conference, 
entitled ‘Infrastructures, Institutions and 
Cultures: New Relations and New 
Challenges’, was well attended with over 
100 delegates, and the platform provided 
virtual space for both plenary and 
presentat ion sessions as wel l as 
opportunities for poster displays. The 
conference featured three plenary 
sessions, opening with a talk by Dr 
Kornelia Konrad, University of Twente on 
‘An STS perspective on socio-technical 
futures in the governance of innovation’.   
Professor Martyn Pickersgill, University of 
Edinburgh, closed the first day of the 
conference  with a presentation entitled, 
‘The ontological work of epistemic 
infrastructures: negotiating the novel 
within science (studies) and society’. The 
conference ended with the final plenary 
delivered by Professor Sabina Leonelli, 
from Exeter University speaking on ‘The 
open data challenge: cultural, institutional 
and infrastructural dilemmas of data 
sharing’. 


The conference also featured a wide 
range o f p resen ta t i ons f rom 37 
contributors. Sessions were varied and 
covered issues such as bio-medical and 

sustainability issues, development and 
application of artificial intelligence and 
perspectives on the governance of 
science, technology and innovation. In 
addition four discussion panels were 
included, with the aim of providing an 
opportuni ty for part ic ipat ion and 
discussion amongst delegates. Panel 1 
focused on genetic technologies in food 
and agriculture led by Adrian Ely and 
Katerina Psarikidou from the Science and 
Policy Research Unit (SPRU) at the 
University of Sussex, with panellists Anne 
Bruce, Ehsan Masood, Bryan Wynne and 
Pat Thomas. The second panel opened 
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up a discussion on digital research 
methodologies, with Anne-Marie Coles 
and Miguel Garcia Sancho Sanchez 
opening the discussion on digital data in 
qualitative methods, while Julia Kasmire 
and Athina Piterou led the discussion on 
computational methods. On the second 
day of the conference Vanessa Ashall, 
Cyru Moody and Richard Tutton opened 
Panel 3 with a discussion on the 
emerging collaboration between the 
Science and Technology Studies Unit at 
the University of York and Science and 
Technology Studies at Maastr icht 
University (MUSTS). The final panel led by 
Jack Stilgoe, Inga Ulnicane, Robin 
Williams and Paul Dourish discussed the 
‘organised irresponsibility of artificial 
intelligence’. Thank you to everyone who 
took part to make this event successful.


A demonstration of the Gather Town 
platform was provided to delegates prior 
to the conference start and thanks should 
go to the volunteers who were available 
to help direct people dur ing the 
conference.  There should also be a 
special mention for members of the 

Executive Committee, Julia Kasmire and 
Matjaz Vidmar for ensuring Gather Town 
was configured to the requirements of the 
conference and the technical aspects, 
including recording l ive sessions 
proceeded smoothly.  In addition, thanks 
to Barbara Ribeiro for compiling the 
conference programme, and AsSIST 
chair, Robin Williams, for his role and 
support in conference planning. In 
addition thanks go to the Scientific 
Committee for their ‘behind the scenes’ 
advice and input, ensuring the high 
quality of this year’s event. 


The Executive Committee was delighted 
and moved that Andrew Webster was 
able to join us and offer some words of 
encouragement for AsSIST UK at the 
close of the conference. The conference 
ended with a brief tribute, by Robin, to 
the key role that Andrew Webster has 
played in the formation and leadership of 
the Association.
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Comment 
Cop26 will be held in Glasgow in November and green transport 
technologies are on the agenda. Here, Ian Clarke discusses the potential for 
wider dissemination of electric vehicles. 

The organisers of COP26 trumpeted the 
use of electr ic vehicles (EVs) by 
conference delegates for the meeting in 
Glasgow. Subsequent ly, however, 
generators have had to been brought in 
to charge them as the city’s charging 
infra-structure is inadequate, providing a 
perfect metaphor for the confused picture 
regarding EVs in the UK and more widely. 


Speeding up the switch to 
EVs is identified as crucial 
in meeting the first aim of 
the COP26 organisers, in 
order to secure ‘global net 
zero by mid-century and 
keep ing 1 .5 degrees 
within reach’. With this in 
mind the UK will ban the 
sale of new petrol and 
diesel vehicles by 2030 
a n d i s u rg i n g o t h e r 
countries to do the same.


The uptake of EVs, however, is growing 
but continues to be hampered by three 
interlinked problems. Firstly, cost remains 
an issue and, while the number of EV 
models available has rocketed to over 30, 
only a limited number are at a lower price 
point and the second-hand market 

remains undeveloped because of the 
battery problem. Secondly, range anxiety 
remains important in many potential 
customers eyes and improvements in 
battery power, although consistent, have 
as yet not been game changing. Finally, 
the development of a charging infra-
structure remains far below what is 
needed and is a particular problem for 

those living in urban areas 
who cannot home charge.


The above raises the 
question of what can and 
cannot be achieved by a 
transition to EVs. In the 
l o n g t e r m t h e y c a n 
certainly provide a part of 
a t rans i t ion to more 
sustainable transport, if 
introduced in combination 
with increased investment 
in public transport. The 

IPPC report of August 2021, however, 
stressed the need for more urgent action 
and to achieve the COP26 objective 
outlined above must surely also involve 
immediate behaviour change, the most 
problematic area of the climate debate. 
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AsSIST UK PhD Prize 
Nominations are open for 2022 
AsSIST-UK awards an  annual prize of £250 for a PhD thesis  that demonstrates 
outstanding quality in the STS/Innovation Studies field. The Prize is an important way in 
which the Association supports the work of new scholars.


The Prize will be awarded for a thesis that meets one or more of the following criteria:


exploring the links between STS and Innovation Studies


links to other disciplines and working across the sciences and humanities


different forms of public/policy impact and engagement


opening up novel areas of inquiry for STIS


How to nominate someone: 

Nominations can be made by 31st January 2022 and only PhDs awarded in the past 
calendar year are eligible.


Nominations can only be made by PhD Supervisors who are Members of AsSIST-UK. 
(Note: PhD Supervisors can apply to become a member at the point of submitting a 
nomination).


The nomination form is available for download here:


https://assistukdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/assist_uk-form-1-1.docx 


Please send us your completed form via email to assistuk.info@gmail.com with the 
subject ‘PhD prize’. 


Membership news 

A very warm welcome to all our new members.  

To update existing contact details, please email us at assistuk.info@gmail.com with the 
subject ‘contact details’. 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Events 
Report from the joint MHRA 
Patient Forum on 
Biomodifying technologies 

AsSIST-UK members participated in  
pat ient forum on b iomodi fy ing 
technologies which was jo int ly 
convened by the MHRA and members 
of the ESRC-funded biomodifying 
technologies project (2017-2020) 

The forum was a discussion, with patients 
and representatives of patient groups and 
charities in the UK, about emerging 
medical applications of 'biomodifying 
techno log ies ' - gene ed i t i ng , 3D 
bioprinting and induced pluripotent stem 
cells. The event, and the report focus on 
themes of i) risk and uncertainty, ii) 
personalisation and customisation of 
therapies, and iii) post-treatment data 
collection and patient registries.


The ESRC Biomodifying technologies 
project team were: Michael Morrison, 
Andrew Webster, Alex Faulkner, Andrew 
Bartlett, Phoebe Li, and Jane Kaye. The 
running of the forum was additionally 
supported by Edison Bicudo, Miranda 
Mourby, with report editing provided by 
Katharine Keats-Rohan.


The ful l report can be accessed 
at: https://zenodo.org/record/5243793 


Upcoming conference 

EurSafe 2022: Transforming Food 
Systems  

September 7 – 10, 2022: University of 
Edinburgh


How do we provide safe and nutritious 
food for all, faced with the challenges of 
achieving net zero carbon, tackling social 
inequities, degraded environments, and 
meeting ethical expectations?


Transforming food systems is the 2022 
conference of the European Society for 
A g r i c u l t u r a l a n d F o o d E t h i c s 
(EurSafe),organised jointly by the School 
of Social and Political Science and the 
Global Academy of Agriculture and Food 
Security of The University of Edinburgh, 
and the independent ethical consultancy 
Edinethics Ltd.. The conference will bring 
together inter-disciplinary expertise from 
across Europe and is now open for 
submission of abstracts. We welcome 
submissions from a broad range of 
disciplines, including ethics; science 
technology and innovation studies; 
agriculture and food systems; animal 
studies; biotechnology innovations; law; 
economics; social and political sciences.


F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n v i s i t : 
www.eursafe2022.ed.ac.uk  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Independent evaluation of NHS Global 
Digital Exemplar Programme 
Robin Williams and Kathrin Cresswell recently completed the independent 
evaluation of NHS England’s flagship Global Digital Exemplar Programme. Other 
research team members included (pictured below) Hajar Mozaffar, Aziz Sheikh 
(Edinburgh University) Henry Potts (UCL) and Wendy Lane (Arden GEM CSU).  

Other research staff not in this picture included: Susan Hinder, Marta Krasuska, Hung 
The Nguyen. 


A three year investigation encompassing 36 hospital trusts charted the factors 
promoting digital transformation and the emergence of a learning ecosystem amongst 
participating organisations.  Feedback from this formative evaluation was provided to 
NHS digital leaders and shaped the evolution of this and subsequent programmes. 
Dermot O’Ryan, director of frontline digitisation at NHSX, said: “The lessons learned 
from the GDE programme have been carried forward into Frontline Digitisation and the 
associated Digital Aspirant programme, through which over 60 local bodies are 
benefitting so far.”


The full report of the evaluation is available here: https://www.ed.ac.uk/usher/digital-
exemplars/final-report where there are links to a range of journal papers that have 
explored specific aspects in detail. 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International Genome Editing Network (I-
GEN) 
I-GEN  is a new venture organised by Dr Mara 
Almeida, with support from Dr Michael  
Morrison. 

I-GEN aims to host information about academics working on all aspects of governance, 
ethics, politics, and societal impact (including STIS) of genome editing in a searchable, 
accessible online database.


The aim is to make relevant expertise accessible both to other academics and to policy 
makers, journalists, educators, civil society organisations, and anyone else who might 
benefit from it.


I-GEN is completely non-profit, voluntary and free to join with no membership fees.


The network has only just launched and is currently quite small in size, but as it grows, it 
will become a useful resource.


If any AsSIST-UK members would like to be included on the I-GEN register,  please 
contact:  

michael.morrison@law.ox.ac.uk or msalmeida@c.ul.pt  


You will be sent a short excel sheet to collect some basic details for the online registry


The I-GEN website is now active at: https://i-genomeeditingnetwork.org/  
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Members’ publications 

Bellet, C, Hamilton, L and Rushton, J (2021) Re-thinking public health: Towards a new 
scientific logic of routine animal health care in European industrial farming, Humanities 
and Social Sciences Communications, 8: 214. Available at: https://doi.org/10.1057/
s41599-021-00890-y. 


Coles, A-M (2021) Emergence of a techno-legal specialty: Animal tests to assess 
chemical safety in the UK, 1945–1960, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part 
A, 90: 131-139. Available at: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.shpsa.2021.09.003. 


Two papers have been published as part of a wider study on alcohol industry 
involvement in science at the University of York: 

Mitchell, G and McCambridge, J (2021) Recruitment, risks, rewards and regrets: Senior 
researcher reflections on working with alcohol industry social aspects organisations, 
Drug and Alcohol Review. Available at: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/
dar.13342


Informed by the STS literature, this paper identifies the role researchers play 
in  initiating  and maintaining connections with the alcohol industry, adding to existing 
evidence that social aspects organisation activity does not contribute to public health 
goals. 


Mitchell, G and McCambridge, J (2021) The ‘snowball effect’: short and long-term 
consequences of early career alcohol industry research funding, Addiction, Research & 
T h e o r y . A v a i l a b l e a t : h t t p s : / / w w w . t a n d f o n l i n e . c o m / d o i / f u l l /
10.1080/16066359.2021.1952190?src=


This qualitative study identifies the crucial role norms and socialisation processes play in 
shaping researcher decision making about working with the alcohol industry.


Morrison, M and Kelly, S (2021) Personalised medicine, in Chamberlain, K and Lyons, A 
(eds) Routledge International Handbook of Critical Issues in Health and Illness, 
Routledge, London.


This chapter is part of a multidisciplinary reference book that brings together health and 
illness topics with a global perspective:
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